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Basic Facts for the Primary Care Physician on
Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT) as a
Preventive Strategy for Dementia in Women
and Men

1. Overview for Hormone Replacement Therapy in Women

Estrogen and progesterone are powerful, psychoactive substances with
receptors located in the hippocampus and the basal forebrain. Some women
who undergo oophorectomy for other medical purposes during midlife
demonstrate transient neuropsychological deficits after surgical removal of the
gonads. The relationship between endogenous estrogen levels and risk for
cognitive decline in older women remains controversial (1), (2), (27).
Transgenic rodent models of Alzheimer’s disease demonstrate that estrogen
levels may play some role in the deposition of amyloid within the brain (2).
Hormone replacement therapy (HRT) to prevent senescent memory loss or
functional decline is controversial. Many studies have identified cognitive
benefits from these medications in postmenopausal women while others
demonstrate no improvement (See Table 1). Serious health consequences are
reported with HRT, such as increased risk for deep venous thrombosis,
hemorrhagic stroke and others (3), (4). Potential beneficial effects from
hormone replacement therapy include suppression of menopausal symptoms,
e.g., hot flashes, as well as slowing of osteoporosis (5).
The interpretation of scientific studies on hormone replacement treatment is
complicated by several issues. First, which kind of hormone preparation is best
suited for cognitive protection and does that preparation produce excessive
morbidity or mortality in at-risk individuals? Second, at what age does
initiation of HRT provide optimal protection for dementia? Some studies
suggest that early treatment is beneficial while others cannot draw specific
conclusions on this matter. Third, how long should treatment continue? Some
studies suggest that treatment limited to the perimenopausal period may provide
the best benefit. Other studies cannot substantiate that observation. Fourth, are
there subgroups of individuals who would benefit from hormone replacement
treatment? For instance, does the presence of a strong family history of
Alzheimer’s disease, APOE 4 alleles, hypertension, metabolic syndrome or
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other potential risk factors increase the likelihood that estrogen will provide
beneficial results in women? Fifth, are some women at excessive risk for
complications from HRT as a “dementia prevention”?
Table 1. A Summary of Recent Studies on the Role of
Hormone Replacement Therapy on Cognitive Function
No.

t

a

n

1

CS

65+

2816

Mixed

 Dementia risk

9

4.2 yr. 65+

4894

Mixed

NC – dementia, few side effects

10

2

Hormone Outcome from Replacement Therapy

Refs.

3

4 yr.

65+

13807

Mixed

No benefit for cognition

11

4

5yr.

50+

103*

Mixed

Possible benefit in verbal memory for non-demented
women

12

5

CS

75+

3924

Mixed

No cognitive benefit

13

6

1 yrs

65+

4532

Mixed

 Risk of dementia, NC-MCI

14

7

16

50+

472

ERT

 Risk for AD

15

8

1-5

65+

1124

ERT

ERT delayed onset of dementia and decreased risk

16

t= study of duration
*Matched Study, mixed variable - mixture of estrogen and progestin
NC- no change
CS-cross-sectional
a=age of entry
Mixed – estrogen and progestin of variable doses and mixture
ERT- estrogen replacement therapy
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2. Longitudinal Studies
Over 30 studies have examined the role of estrogen levels, perimenopausal
events, and hormone replacement therapy on the risk for developing dementia
(6), (26). Multiple, longitudinal studies have failed to conclusively determine
the role of HRT in the prevention of Alzheimer’s disease (See Table 1). The
preponderance of recent data suggests that hormone replacement therapy does
not provide a significant protective benefit to women. The Agency for Health
Care Research and Quality examined this issue and concluded that hormone
replacement therapy was not proven to be beneficial for long-term cognitive
function (29). The possibility remains that responsive subgroups exist within
populations of aging women who may benefit from HRT.
3. Potential Toxicity of HRT Therapy in Women
Potential toxicity of HRT includes cardiovascular, biliary disease and stroke.
The effect of HRT on coronary artery disease (CAD) remains controversial;
however, there may be a “protective” effect on heart function (3). Risk for
breast cancer remains controversial (5). Increased rates of mortality are
reported with some forms of HRT and some variable benefit on bone density
(See Table 2), (3).
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Table 2. Major Complication of HRT in PostMenopausal Women (3), (5), (8)
Potential
Complication

Conventional
Wisdom

Study Results

Breast Cancer

NC or SL

10 observation studies

Stroke

 Risk

Over 4 studies

Coronary Artery
Disease

Undetermined

Multiple conflicting studies

Deep Venous
Thrombosis

 Risk

Multiple conflicting studies

NC – no change
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4. Clinical Recommendations
Although lower estradiol levels in older women may be related to decreased
cognitive function in later life (27), physicians should not recommend HRT as a
preventive intervention for Alzheimer’s disease or other types of dementia. The
risk-benefit ratio for HRT exceeds the uncertain benefit from this intervention;
however, women receiving HRT to suppress perimenopausal symptoms or
prevent osteoporosis may enjoy a small cognitive benefit from the medication
(5), (6), (7), (16).
The effect of HRT on the risk of developing other forms of dementia, especially
vascular dementia and diffuse Lewy body disease has not been evaluated. The
slightly increased risk among older females for developing Alzheimer’s disease
beyond age-adjusted rate of survival has not been proven to depend on
differences in hormonal content.
The identification of groups with specific sensitivity to hormone replacement
therapy might enhance the therapeutic selection process and reduce the risk to
patients. This type of selective targeting awaits further research on the
dementias. Other variables such as exercise, or genetic features, such as APOE
typing, may play some role in predicting outcomes from therapy.
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Hormone Replacement Therapy in Men
1. Overview of HRT for Men
The use of testosterone in aging males has increased 500% since 1994 and 30%
in the year from 2003 to 2004 (17). The probable risk to older patients for
prescription of endogenous testosterone is low; however, the cognitive benefit
has not been conclusively proven (17), (18).
Several studies have examined the role of testosterone on the risk and
pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease (See Table 3). Male andropause is
described as a potential cause of some age-related brain pathology. Diminished
levels of testosterone in men have been associated with increased risk for
developing dementia in later life. Dietary supplementation of testosterone in
mice that are genetically altered to produce amyloid demonstrate diminished
amyloid load in medicated rodents. Rodent studies suggest that testosterone
may alter the production and metabolism of amyloid in the brains of transgenic
mice (19), (23). Post mortem studies on older human subjects demonstrate
higher densities of neurofibrillary tangles and micro-infarcts in persons with
lower levels of free testosterone (28).
Testosterone supplementation has potentially adverse effects on the prostate
gland, although this effect remains controversial. The risk-benefit ratio for
long-term supplementation of testosterone in aging men has not been
determined. Testosterone supplementation has not been proven to be protective
or beneficial in patients with Alzheimer’s disease (24). Individuals undergoing
testosterone supplementation for other medical or physiological reasons could
theoretically experience some preventive benefit from this medication;
however, supplementation is not recommended as a preventive intervention for
older individuals, even with a family history of Alzheimer’s disease. The role
of testosterone in other forms of dementia, such as vascular dementia or diffuse
Lewy body disease is undetermined (24).
2. The Use of Testosterone as a Neuroprotectant
The interpretation of available scientific data on the role of testosterone and
cognition is complicated by several scientific obstacles. First, what dose and
preparation of testosterone or combinations of male gonodal hormones are best
suited to enhance cognitive function? Second, do all males respond to
hormonal replacement or do specific hormone-sensitive subgroups exist that
would benefit from targeted therapy? Third, what is the optimal age for
initiation of therapy? Fourth, do specific disease markers, such as APOE 4
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alleles or metabolic syndrome, exist that can predict at-risk group of males who
benefit from testosterone therapy? Fifth, what are the long-term, i.e., 20 years,
complications of testosterone supplementation on hormone-sensitive tissue such
as the prostate gland? Clarification of specific groups of older individuals who
are at risk for developing dementia and exhibit certain markers for hormonal
sensitivity may provide targeted therapeutic interventions that enhance benefit
and substantially reduce any long-term risk form hormone treatment.
Table 3

The Relationship of Testosterone Levels in Older
Males and the Risk for Developing Dementia
Ref.

#

a

t

n

1

65+

CS

310

 Serum testosterone predicts  cognitive
function

20

2

32+

19 yr

574

 Serum testosterone predicts  risk of dementia

21

3

65+

CS

210

Low free testosterone is a predictive of AD

22

4

65+

PM

232

Testosterone related to  NFT’s and  microinfarcts

28

t– duration of study

Outcome of Study

CS – cross-sectional study
a-age of entry
NFT-neurofibrillary tangles

n-study size
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Recommendations for Primary Care Physicians
1. HRT for both men and women is an unproven intervention to slow aging or

prevent dementia.
2. HRT is not recommended as a “dementia prevention” strategy for women
but this treatment may benefit women who receive hormones for other
specific clinical indications.
3. HRT is not recommended for older males as a form of dementia prevention
therapy.
4. Future clinical research may produce specific guidelines for selection of
patients and HRT preparation as well as treatment duration to reduce the risk
of dementia.
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